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Abstract

Previous studies have shown that activity of neuronal populations in the primary motor cortex (MI), processed by the population
vector method, faithfully predicts upcoming movements. In our previous studies we found that single neurons responded

differently during movements of one arm vs. combined movements of the two arms. It was, therefore, not clear whether the

population vector approach could produce reliable movement predictions also for bimanual movements. This study tests this
question by comparing the predictive quality of population vectors for unimanual and bimanual arm movements. We designed a

bimanual motor task that requires coordinated movements of the two arms, in which each arm may move in eight directions, and

recorded single unit activity in the MI of two rhesus (Macaca mulatta) monkeys during the performance of unimanual and
bimanual arm movements. We analysed the activity of 212 MI cells from both hemispheres and found that, despite bimanual

related activity, the directional tuning and preferred directions of most cells were preserved in unimanual and bimanual

movements. We demonstrate that population vectors, constructed from the activity of MI cells, predict accurately the direction of

movement both for unimanual and for bimanual movements even when the two arms move simultaneously in different directions.

Introduction

Natural voluntary movements require coordination among limbs,

joints and muscles. A prevailing approach in experimental motor

research was isolation of a single movement parameter, by studying

simpli®ed movements (for example ± movements around a single

joint). While this approach proved fruitful for studying the gross

organization of motor cortex, it does not provide insight into the

emergence of more complex movements.

Simultaneous movements of the two arms constitute a relatively

simple example of complex movements and may serve to test

whether and how the brain generates unique representations of

complex movements from their constituent elements, as suggested by

Leyton & Sherrington, (1917) `¼ the motor cortex may be regarded

as a synthetic organ for compounding [¼] movements [¼] from

fractional movements'.

Very little is known about cortical involvement in bimanual

coordination. Studies by Tanji and coworkers suggested that, except

for a small zone, the MI is not involved substantially in bilateral,

distal movements (Tanji et al., 1988; Aizawa et al., 1990). Another

study also failed to ®nd bimanual speci®c activity in MI when more

proximal movements were tested (Kazennikov et al., 1999). In

contrast, two groups, using different tasks (Kermadi et al., 1998;

Donchin et al., 1998) reported strong bimanual related effects for MI

neurons. In the latter, we demonstrated that for many of MI cells,

`bimanual related activity' was relatively insensitive to small

differences in muscular activity and arm kinematics between

bimanual movements and unimanual movements and concluded

that neural activity in the MI, as well as SMA, can re¯ect specialized

cortical processing associated with bimanual arm movements

(Donchin, 1998).

The ®nding that the activity of MI cells does not depend only on

the limb's movement per se but also on the larger context (such as

whether the arm moves together with the other arm) is consistent with

other recent ®ndings suggesting that the MI is not only responsible for

muscle activation but may be involved in `higher' aspects of motor

control (Georgopoulos et al., 1989; Porro et al., 1996; Zhang et al.,

1997; Carpenter et al., 1999; Kakei et al., 1999).

However, bimanual related activity in the MI seems inconsistent

with the notion that single cells in the MI are characterized by

symmetric directional tuning around a `preferred direction' and, thus,

that a population of MI cells can represent the direction of upcoming

movements (Schwartz et al., 1988; Georgopoulos et al., 1986;

Kalaska et al., 1989; Caminiti et al., 1990a; Caminiti et al., 1990b;

Schwartz, 1993). If the preferred direction of a neuron is not

consistent in different contexts, the whole concept of a `population

vector' (PV) may loose its validity. Additionally, one may ask

whether the PV method is appropriate for representing multiple

directions simultaneously, as is required for execution of bimanual

movements. In this study we show that the preferred directions of

single cells are relatively well preserved across different movement

types, and thus, PV analysis is a valid tool for describing bimanual

movements, including simultaneous representation of the directions

of the two arms. Preliminary reports of this work have been published

previously (Steinberg et al., 1998; Donchin et al., 1999).
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Methods

Monkeys

Two female rhesus (Macaca mulatta) monkeys, G and P (weighing

4±4.5 kg each), were used in the experiments. The monkeys were

kept in the animal facilities of the faculty of medicine. The animals'

care and surgical procedures used were in accordance with The NIH

Guide for the Care & Use of Laboratory Animals and the Hebrew

University regulations. Unless mentioned speci®cally, all details of

the behavioural task, surgical procedures, and recordings are identical

to and can be found in Donchin et al., (1998).

Behavioural task and training

The two monkeys were trained to move two separate manipulanda,

one with each arm. A trial began when the monkey aligned both

cursors on `origins' and held them still for 500 ms. For each arm, one

of eight peripheral target circles (0.8 cm diameter) could appear at a

distance of 3 cm from the origin. The movement of each cursor was

mapped to its corresponding manipulandum movement such that each

millimeter of manipulandum movement caused one millimeter of

movement of the cursor on the video display. The direction of

movements from the origin to the right was de®ned as 0°, and

movements away from the monkey (upward motion of the cursor) as

90°. There were four main types of trials (Fig. 1). In unimanual trials

(Fig. 1A and B), only one target appeared and the monkey moved the

appropriate arm and had to keep the other still. In bimanual trials

(Fig. 1C and D), two targets appeared and the monkey moved each

arm to the corresponding targets. As in Donchin et al. (1998), there

were only two classes of bimanual movements that were tested:

bimanual parallel (Fig. 1C, where the arms moved in the same

direction) and bimanual opposite (Fig. 1D, where the directions of

movement of the two arms differed by 180°). In contrast to Donchin

et al. (1998), we recorded activity during performance of unimanual

and bimanual movements in all eight directions, in all sessions.

Surgery

A head holder and two 27 3 27 mm recording chambers were

®xed onto the skull under general anaesthesia [induced by

ketamine (10-15 mg/kg) and sustained with iso¯urane] to allow

recordings from the primary motor areas of both hemispheres. In

Monkey P, the implants were made of plastic to allow magnetic

resonance imaging.

Neural recordings

Neural activity was recorded simultaneously by eight glass coated

tungsten microelectrodes. Spike detection and online sorting was

aided by MSDâ (Alpha-Omega, Nazareth, Israel) spike sorters. All

data, including spike shapes, were stored for off-line analysis.

Experimental procedures

Recording sessions started after full recovery from surgery (2±5 days

later). In each session, two sets of four electrodes were inserted into

the primary motor areas (MI) of the two hemispheres (one set into

each hemisphere). The depth of each electrode was individually

controlled and monitored by EPSâ (Alpha-Omega). The recording

area was selected on the basis of mapping sessions where we

examined the effects of intracortical microstimulation (ICMS) and

the neuronal activity evoked by passive manipulations of the

monkeys' limbs. In addition, at the end of each recording session,

we also tested ICMS effects and responses to passive limb

manipulation from each of the eight electrodes. After completion of

data collection, monkey G was killed by injection of ketamine

(13 mg/kg) followed by nembutal (100 mg/kg) and its brain was

removed, dissected, and analysed histologically. Monkey P is still

participating in experiments, and anatomical con®rmation of the

recording sites was only possible using MRI imaging.

Data analysis

Tuning and preferred direction

For most cells, the directional tuning curve can be approximated by a

cosine function, although the method probably overestimates tuning

width (Amirikian & Georgopulos, 2000). We continued to use the

cosine approximation in order to allow comparison of our results with

the previous studies using population vectors to predict the direction

of unimanual movements. The method we used to quantify the cells

directional tuning and their `preferred directions' (PD, the direction

of movement to which the cell has the strongest response) was similar

to the one used by Georgopoulos et al., (1982). We used the

coef®cient of determination, R2, to quantify the ®t of the neurons'

directional tuning to a cosine function, and de®ned all cells with an

R2 above 0.7 as `directionally tuned' and the others as `nontuned'.

This R2 threshold was selected to facilitate comparison to previous

PD studies (e.g., Georgopoulos et al., 1982; Schwartz, 1992).

We were interested in the degree of similarity of PDs in different

types of movement, therefore, we compared PDs in ipsilateral

unimanual, bimanual parallel and bimanual opposite movements to

the PDs in contralateral unimanual movements. We examined

whether the distributions of the differences in PDs were spaced

equally using the Rao test (Mardia, 1972).

Measuring directional tuning and PDs under different behavioural

conditions

A few possible methods could be used to quantify a single PD for

each cell in different types of movement. In principle, we could have

calculated four different preferred directions from each type of

movement and calculate a simple average of the four measures to get

FIG. 1. The behavioural task with four types of movements shown in A±D.
The two cursors (`+' signs) showing the locations of the manipulanda, were
placed here in the corresponding origins (centre circles). All possible target
locations are shown as empty circles surrounding each origin (these are not
visible to the monkey). The ®gure displays an example where the selected
direction was 90° (out of eight possible directions). The targets are marked
as ®lled circles.
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one measure for each cell. However, such a method wouldn't have

taken into account the magnitude of response in the different

movement conditions. Therefore, we used the following technique to

calculate a single estimate of a PD for each cell: we calculated ®ve

different PDs for each cell. The ®rst four were taken from the

neurons' activity during execution of the four different types of

movement (unimanual right, unimanual left, bimanual parallel, and

bimanual opposite). The ®fth PD was computed by ®tting one PD for

each cell, based on its activity during performance of all types of

movement. It was called the `best-®t PD' (BFPD). To compute it, we

used a least-squares ®t that ®nds the best parameter set to ®t the actual

data recorded, with the restriction that the PD (q0) is constant for all

types of movement (constr function, optimization toolbox,

MATLAB, Mathworks Inc.). The tuning function to which we ®tted

the data is thus:

yT (q) = aT + cT + cos (q ± q0) (1)

where yT (q) is the ®ring rate of the cell in a certain type of

movement (T) in direction q, aT and cT are the parameters of the

cosine function (speci®c for the movement type T) and q0 is the

preferred direction, which is assumed to be the same in all four

types of movement. The movement direction q in bimanual

opposite trials was assigned according to the arm yielding

stronger activation for that cell. This was determined according

to the amplitude of the ®tted cosine. For example, if a cell

responded more strongly to unimanual movements of the left arm,

then the movement direction was determined according to the

direction of movement of the left arm regardless of the

hemisphere the cell was recorded from. However, in some

analyses (speci®ed below), the movement direction in bimanual

opposite trials was assigned according to the contralateral arm. R2

was calculated for the ®t of 32 data points to the four cosines.

In order to check that the tuning characteristics do not result

from random variation in the ®ring rates, we tested whether the

distribution of R2 for the cosines around BFPDs, could be

obtained by chance. Therefore, the distribution of the original R2

values was compared to a distribution of R2 values that were

calculated by creating four cosines, based on the recorded data,

with noise equal to the noise in the original data, but with

random preferred directions. To do that we performed the

following calculations: (i) the values of the cosine function ®tted

to the data were subtracted from the eight points of data, for each

type of movement. (ii) These residuals were randomly ordered.

(iii) A PD was randomly chosen, and a cosine function was

calculated from this random PD and from the amplitude and

offset of the original cosine. (iv) The randomly ordered residuals

were added to this new cosine. This procedure was repeated for

data from the four types of movement. Then, four cosine

functions, with the same preferred direction in all four of them,

were ®tted to the new 32 points. An R2 value was calculated to

provide an estimate for the goodness of ®t of all points (total 32)

to the four cosine curves. The Kolmogorov±Smirnov two-sample

test was used to determine whether the distributions of the real

and randomized R2 values could have been drawn from the same

population.

Bimanual related effect

The de®nition of the `bimanual related effect' is shown in equation 2,

where `bimanual' and `unimanual' represent the cell's ®ring rates in a

selected bimanual or unimanual movement, respectively.

Bimanual related effect � j bimanual ÿ unimanual j
�bimanual � unimanual� �2�

To select the movements for comparison, we ®rst chose the

direction of movement closest to the BFPD of the cell and the

direction 180° away from it. We compared each bimanual movement,

in each of those directions (four comparisons), to the stronger

response in the two unimanual movements composing it (as in

Donchin et al., 1998). Then, we used the comparison that gave the

largest difference to calculate the bimanual related effect. To evaluate

the correlation between the bimanual related effect and the R2 values

we used the Spearman rank correlation coef®cient.

Population vectors

Population vectors have been calculated in the customary fashion

(Georgopoulos et al., 1986). In this study, we extracted three different

types of PV values from the activity of the neurons: (i) for each

movement type, the PV was constructed using the PD determined in

that speci®c movement type. (ii) For all kinds of movements, the PD

of contralateral unimanual movements was used, and (iii) a common

PD was determined by the BFPD and used for all types of

movements.

The error between the PV prediction and the actual movement

direction was calculated as the mean of errors in all eight directions.

A bootstrap analysis was used to estimate the con®dence interval of

differences in the average error for the different methods of

calculating population vectors. In this analysis we calculated PV

values using random weighting functions. Each such weighting

function was a number randomly chosen from a distribution with a

mean and standard deviation equal to those of the real weighting

function. We repeated this 200 times, and each time we calculated the

mean error of the direction of the resulting population vectors across

the eight directions. This gave us a population of 200 averaged errors,

from which we estimated the standard error of the mean.

Calculating population vectors for simultaneous movements of two arms

In order to arrive at two PV values, one for each arm, we divided the

cells into two subpopulations using two approaches. First, we

followed the classical hypothesis that each hemisphere controls the

contralateral arm, and divided the cells by the hemisphere in which

they resided. Second, cells were assigned to a subpopulation

controlling the arm for which the modulation depth of the unimanual

tuning-curve was larger (preferred arm, PA) regardless of its

anatomical location. The population vectors were calculated in both

cases using the BFPD. In calculating population vectors from

subpopulations selected according to hemisphere, we used BFPDs

in which the direction of bimanual opposite movements was assigned

according to the contralateral arm. For population vectors based on

subpopulations divided according to modulation depth in unimanual

movement, we used BFPDs in which the direction of bimanual

opposite movements was assigned according to the stronger activity

in unimanual movements (the PA).

Length of the population vectors

The length of the population vector is always equal to or larger than

zero. Small PV values may re¯ect a slow or small movement in a

given direction, or they may be the outcome of `random' directionless

population activity. Therefore, it is important to estimate if a given

vector's length is signi®cantly different from one resulting from

Population vectors in bimanual movements. 1373
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TABLE 2. The numbers and percentages of cells tuned in different

combinations of types of movement.

Number of types
of movement

Cells
(n)

Cells
(%)

0 (nontuned) 56 26
1 type 64 30
2 types 44 21
3 types 34 16
4 types 14 7
Total cells 212 100

Note that only 26% of the cells are not tuned to any type of movement. Forty-
four percent of all cells (which constitute 59% of the 156 tuned cells) are tuned
to more than one type of movement.

TABLE 1. The number and percentage of cells tuned to different types of

movement

Movement type Cells (n) Cells (%)

Unimanual, ipsilateral 54 34
Unimanual, contralateral 86 55
Bimanual, parallel 94 60
Bimanual, opposite 76 48

The groups are not mutually exclusive. The total number of cells tuned for at
least one movement type is 156. The R2 threshold for signi®cance is 0.7.

FIG. 2. An example of a cell with tuned responses in different types of movement. The ®gure depicts activity of one cell from the left MI during performance
of four different types of movement. Each quadrant of the ®gure shows the activity of the cell in one type of movement, in eight directions. The rasters are
aligned around movement onset (cyan line, time 0) in a time window of 750 ms before movement onset till 1000 ms after it. The red arrows indicate the
preferred direction. Their lengths are proportional to the R2 of the cosine ®t. The cosine ®t of this cell with its R2 values and directional indices are shown in
Fig. 4.
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random activity. To do this, we calculated the distribution of PV

values that would have resulted from a population for which the

weighting functions and the PDs are independent, and checked

whether the real PV length was signi®cantly different from the

expected from this distribution.

Results

Database

Neural activity was recorded from the MI in 13 sessions in monkey

G, and 12 sessions in monkey P. Overall, we recorded the activity of

415 cells (207 in monkey G and 208 in monkey P). The activity of

each cell was evaluated from the recording period in which its ®ring

rate was stationary. A number of additional criteria were used to

include cells in the database: the anatomical location of the cell (see

Methods), the quality of isolation, the number of successful trials

performed during it's recording, and the total number of spikes ®red.

Two hundred and twelve cells ful®lled all these criteria (135 in

monkey G, 66 in the left hemisphere and 69 in the right hemisphere,

and 77 in monkey P, 37 in the left hemisphere and 40 in the right

hemisphere).

Directional tuning in unimanual and bimanual movements

Cells are directionally tuned in different types of movement

As is expected from repeated reports of the arm area in the MI, most

of the cells in our sample (156/212) exhibited broad symmetrical

directional tuning around a preferred direction for at least one

movement type. Table 1 shows the percentages of tuned cells in

different types of movement, and indicates that there are groups of

cells in the MI, which contain directional information not only about

the contralateral movements, but also about the direction of bimanual

movements and unimanual movements of the ipsilateral arm. Few

cells (7% of the sample, Table 2) were tuned signi®cantly to all four

types of movement. An example is shown in Fig. 2. However, a

signi®cant portion of the cells was tuned to more than one type of

movement (Table 2).

Preferred direction in different types of movements are similar

The ®nding that a single neuron may be tuned to more than one type

of movement calls for comparisons of PDs in different movement

FIG. 3. Histograms of differences in PD values: (A) bimanual parallel vs.
contralateral; (B) bimanual opposite vs. contralateral; (C) ipsilateral vs.
contralateral. Only cells in which the R2 was above 0.7 in both movement
conditions being compared were included in the analyses. N, number of
cells included in each analysis.

FIG. 4. (A) An example of best-®t preferred direction (BFPD) showing four
cosines that ®t to the activity of one cell (same cell as in Fig. 2) for four
movement types, with the restriction that the preferred directions (peaks of
all cosines) are the same. The BFPD for this cell was 4.5° (marked by a
vertical arrow below the horizontal-axis). The polar plot at the top-left
corner shows the four preferred directions calculated separately for each
type of movement (coloured arrows) and the BFPD (black arrow). For this
particular cell all ®ve measures are close to 0°, namely the cell is best
tuned to arm movements to the right side. The R2 values and directional
index are also given in the ®gure. The directional index (DI) is calculated
as DI = A/b0, where b0 is the average ®ring rate across all movement types
and A is the cosine's amplitude, given by A � �������������������

b1
2 � b2

2
p

(for details, see
Georgopoulos et al., 1982). (B) R2 value distribution validates BFPD. The
®gure shows histograms of R2 values of the ®t of BFPD for all cells (®lled
blue bars), and R2 values calculated from randomly ordered data (red line).

Population vectors in bimanual movements. 1375
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types. One possibility is that the cell's PD is ®xed. If so, it could be

represented either by the value measured during contralateral

movements, or on the basis of the cell's activation during all types

of movement. Another possibility is that the PD is not ®xed and for

each movement type the cell may `prefer' a different direction. To

begin studying these possibilities we tested whether the PDs

measured during performance of different types are similar. The

results are summarized in Fig. 3, where the distributions of differ-

ences of PDs (contralateral vs. bimanual parallel, contralateral vs.

bimanual opposite, and contralateral vs. ipsilateral) are shown. In this

analysis, we included only cells for which the R2 values for the two

compared types of movement were above 0.7. All distributions were

proven statistically to be nonuniform (P < 0.01, Rao test). The ®gure

demonstrates that PDs in bimanual parallel movements had the

greatest similarity to the PDs in the contralateral unimanual

movements, while PDs in ipsilateral movements showed larger

deviations.

We also tested the hypothesis that the PDs for the ipsilateral arm

movement match the mirror-symmetric PD for movements of the

contra-lateral arm. For example, if the PD for the contralateral arm is

0°, the expected matched PD for the ipsilateral arm is 180°, while for

contralateral PD of 90° the expected ipsilateral PD is 90° as well. To

perform that, we calculated the difference between the PD in

ipsilateral movements and the `mirror' of the PD of contralateral

movements. The PD differences were much larger then those seen in

Fig. 3C, therefore, we could not ®nd support for the `mirror'

hypothesis in our data.

Can a cell be represented by one preferred direction?

As the PD of a single-cell in different types of movement were

similar, but not identical, the next step was to estimate one PD for

each cell based on its activity in different movement types. The

algorithm for generating a unique PD (the BFPD) is described in the

Methods section. Figure 4A shows the estimated BFPD of one cell.

As the ®gure shows, this cell was tuned to all four types of

movement, with quite similar PDs, and its BFPD was 4.5° (black

arrow). Note that the BFPD is indeed close to each of the four

different PDs of this cell. Also note that the tuning curve for the

contralateral arm (in red) seems to show better directionality tuning

as compared to the tuning for the ipsilateral arm (in purple).

However, computing a directionality index (see Georgopoulos et al.,

1982) to each of the curves indicate that the modulation depth is

similar in all conditions (for details see ®gure legend). This result is

explained by the fact that the average ®ring rate across movements in

all directions is highest for unimanual movements of the contralateral

arm and lowest for movements of ipsilateral arm.

Figure 4B shows the distribution of R2 values of the BFPDs for the

whole population of cells (blue ®lled histogram) and the distribution

of R2 values calculated from the ®t of a cosine model to randomized

data (red line histogram). Comparing the two histograms shows that

the distribution of R2 of the cells is markedly shifted to the right

(higher values) relative to the R2 of bootstrapped data. The

Kolmogorov±Smirnov two-sample test revealed that it is improbable

that the distributions of the R2 values calculated from the data and the

distribution of the randomized R2 values were drawn from the same

population (P < 0.05). Half of the cells had BFPD R2 values above

0.7 (107/212).

Bimanual related cells are also directionally tuned

To examine the relation between bimanual related activity and

directional tuning of MI cells, we ®rst calculated the bimanual effect

(see Methods). As expected from our previous work, we found that

many cells exhibit a strong bimanual effect (in our sample, 52% of

the cells shown in Fig. 5 had a bimanual related effect higher then

0.5). We then tested the relation between the strength of the bimanual

related effect of each cell and it's cosine tuning, as estimated by the

maximal R2 value across the four types of movements. The results, as

shown in Fig. 5, indicate that the correlation between the R2 and the

bimanual effect is very weak even if it is statistically signi®cant

(Spearman rank-based correlation coef®cient, r = ±0.21, P < 0.01).

The weak correlation suggests that many cells may encode both

`bimanuality' and movement direction independently.

Population vector analysis

In analysing population activity we ®rst tested that the three

conditions, which guarantee a good prediction of direction by

population vectors (PV values), are met in our sample. The ®rst ± that

the cells have symmetric tuning around the PD ± was proven true by

receiving high R2 values (> 0.7) for about 70% of the cells in at least

one type of movement. The second ± that the PDs of the cells we

sampled were uniformly distributed in all directions ± was tested by a

Rao test. Here, we failed to show nonuniformity for P > 0.2. The

third is that the distributions of the amplitude and offset of the cosine

functions are independent of the PDs. We ruled out correlation

between those two parameters and the PDs (Spearman rank

correlation coef®cient, r < 0.1, P > 0.3).

Then, we calculated PV values for each direction and each

movement type in three ways, generating three sets of PV values for

each movement. First, for each type of movement, we used the

preferred direction taken from the cells' activity during execution of

that same type of movement. This generated the ®rst set, called the

four-PD set. This set must provide the most accurate prediction, as

our data meets the conditions of Georgoupoulos et al. (1982). Indeed,

the resulting PV values predicted movement directions quite accur-

ately, in all movement types, as shown in Fig. 6A.

In the second and third set, the PV values were calculated using

one preferred direction for each cell. As the classical approach for the

motor cortex is that each hemisphere represents movements of the

contralateral side of the body, we ®rst chose the PD of the

contralateral unimanual movements to generate a second set of PV

values (the contralateral-based PV). As shown in Fig. 6B, these PV

values were only accurate for the contralateral unimanual move-

ments, and particularly inaccurate for predicting the movement of the

ipsilateral arm.

Finally, we produced a third set of PV values, using the BFPD

(BFPD-based PV values). The results of this analysis are shown in

Fig. 6C. The ®rst impression is that these PV values are almost as

accurate as the best possible PV values (four-PDs set, compare

Fig. 6C and A). To validate this impression, we calculated the

average deviation of the different PV values from the actual direction

of movement. Indeed, Fig. 7 shows that the prediction errors of

BFPD-based PV values are not much larger than the four-PD based

PV values. Thus, the results indicate that BFPDs represent the cells'

tuning better than the preferred directions of the contralateral

unimanual movements, and almost optimally.

Population vectors represent simultaneous movements of the
two arms

To construct a separate population vector for each arm, we divided

the population of sampled cells into two subpopulations, hypothesiz-

ing that bimanual movements are generated by two separate

(although possibly coordinated) neuronal networks. The division

into two subpopulations was performed in two different approaches.
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The ®rst natural choice was to divide the cells according to the

hemisphere in which they resided. Figure 8A shows PV-pairs, for

movements in 315°, each pair generated by the two subpopulations,

one from the left hemisphere (for the right arm, in blue) and one from

the right hemisphere (for the left arm, in red). The ®gure shows PV

values for four types of movements. The two plots on the left show

the prediction of unimanual movements. Note that for unimanual,

movements, PV values were also obtained for the nonmoving arm.

Although very small, these PV values did not point to random

directions, but were generally aligned with the direction of the

moving arm. PV values for bimanual movements are shown in the

right side of the ®gure.

Figure 8B shows predictions based of the second approach. Here,

we selected cells for each arm on the basis of their activation,

assuming that each cell can be characterized by its `preferred arm'

(PA), regardless of the hemisphere in which it resides. We assigned a

PA for each cell on the basis of its activity in unimanual movements.

Namely, the PA of a cell was the right arm if it was more active in

unimanual right movements as compared to unimanual left move-

ments. Table 3 shows the number of cells in the subpopulations

selected by hemispheres and by the PA's of the cells, demonstrating

that many cells have ipsilateral preference. Thus, the subpopulations

differ by 28% of the cells. The result is in agreement with our

previous report (Donchin et al., 1998). All 212 cells were included in

the table because no inclusion criterion was used in the PV analysis.

However, recreating the table using only cells that were tuned

signi®cantly to at least one type of unimanual movement did not

substantially change the percentage of cells showing ipsilateral

preference.

PV values for movements in the direction of 315° generated by

`PA selection' of subpopulations are shown in Fig. 8B. Note that for

this speci®c direction, the PA-based subpopulations represent the

direction of simultaneous movements of the two arms somewhat

better than selection by the hemispheric locations of the cells. Also

note that the PV values for the nonmoving arm, are a little smaller in

B as compared to A. For unimanual movements, this is an inevitable

result of the reselection, but the improvement in the bimanual

movements is not a trivial result. Yet, examining the PV values for all

movement directions, we could not validate that the accuracy of PA-

based PV values is higher then the hemisphere-based PV values.

Discussion

Summary of results

This paper investigates the activity of MI cells during performance of

unimanual and bimanual arm movements, and demonstrates that

directional tuning coexists with `bimanual related activity' and that

PDs of single cells in different types of movement are correlated.

Further, we show that populations of cells can accurately predict the

direction of movement even when the two arms move simultaneously

in different directions.

Directional tuning

The previous ®nding of `bimanual related activity' raised a simple

question. Do single cells maintain directional tuning properties

despite differences in activation intensity in unimanual and bimanual

arm movements, or does the tuning change along with the activation

intensity? The results of the current study show that the classical

directional tuning properties that were described for unimanual

movements (Georgopoulos et al., 1982) remain valid also for

bimanual arm movements. Namely, ®ring rates of most cells are

well described by a symmetric tuning curve around a preferred

direction. Many cells showed directional tuning in more than one type

of movement, and their preferred directions tended to remain similar

in these different types. This ®nding is in agreement with a previous

study where ipsilateral and contralateral responses were compared

(Perepelkin & Schwartz, 1996). For these cells, when a `bimanual

related effect' existed, it re¯ected signi®cant changes of evoked

activity not associated with a major change in the preferred direction

of the cell. For example, Fig. 4A demonstrates a case where the

`bimanual related effect' re¯ected an overall change in ®ring rate

without a shift of PD or change in the modulation depth.

Cells code for more than one parameter of movement

Our results are also in agreement with our own previous studies

showing that many cells in the MI show a bimanual related effect

(Donchin et al., 1998). Here, we extend these ®ndings by showing

that neuronal activities can depend both on the direction of movement

and on the context of the arm movement, i.e., whether it is a

unimanual movement or a bimanual arm movement in which the

other arm is also moving (see Fig. 5). This also corroborates other

studies showing that the activity of single-cells in the MI may be

related to more than one parameter of the movement (Fu et al., 1993;

Moran & Schwartz, 1999).

We also looked at how these two parameters combine at the level

of a single-cell. We demonstrated a way of describing the cell's

activity as a function of a number of parameters of movement (see

equation 1). The equation could be easily adapted into a general

approach when more than one parameter of behaviour or stimulus

may in¯uence the cell's activity.

Population vectors

There is still debate over the physiological signi®cance of the

population vector. Some researchers argue that downstream struc-

FIG. 5. R2 values as a function of the strength of the bimanual related
effect. Each triangle represents one cell. The Spearman rank correlation
coef®cient is ±0.21, indicating low negative correlation between the
bimanual effect and the directional tuning of the cells. The dashed line
shows linear regression ®t.
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tures decode the signal from the MI by calculating a population

vector. Others have argued that no real evidence exists that the PV is

actually used to determine movement direction and that it is nothing

more than a data-reduction technique. It has been further argued that

the neurons giving rise to the PV may actually be muscle-related and

not related to the arm kinematics (Mussa, 1988; Scott & Kalaska,

1995; Todorov, 2000). Todorov, for example, presented a model,

which `¼ reinterprets the neural population vector to afford uni®ed

control of posture, movement and force production'.

Taken together, our previous accounts, that bimanual related

activity was not sensitive to small variation of the movements of each

arm or to muscular activity in bimanual vs. unimanual movements

(Donchin, 1998), and the present result, that population activity codes

for bimanual as well as unimanual movement direction, suggests that

the motor cortex may also code for abstract movement parameters,

independent of movement dynamics. This does not mean that motor

cortex does not encode dynamic parameters of the movement. To

conclude, while our experiment demonstrates that the MI contains

information of abstract parameters of movements, it was not designed

to differentiate between coding for intrinsic vs. extrinsic parameters

of movements. It merely demonstrates that information about

kinematics and context of the movement is present in motor cortex

activity.

Hemispheric control

A more emphatic interpretation can be made on the issue of

hemispheric control. The assumption that each hemisphere is related

only to movements of the contralateral side of the body no longer

seems accurate. There is ample evidence that the MI is active during

ipsilateral movements (Evarts, 1966; Tanji et al., 1988; Kermadi

et al., 1998). In addition, results obtained from human subjects using

various techniques (Hoshiyama et al., 1997; Shibasaki, 1975; Kim

et al., 1993; Chen et al., 1997) also demonstrate activation of the

motor cortex during ipsilateral movements. Our ®ndings are in

FIG. 6. Population vectors (PV values) calculated with different preferred directions. (A) PV values calculated using a different preferred direction for each
type of movement. (B) PV values calculated using for each cell its preferred direction in contralateral movements. (C) PV values calculated using the BFPD,
for all types of movement. The different colours represent the PV values of the different types of movements, as noted in the ®gure. Dark colours indicate PV
values with lengths greater than the threshold of signi®cance; Light colours indicate PV values with lengths smaller than the threshold of signi®cance. Note,
that the movement direction in bimanual opposite trials was assigned according to the preferred arm.

FIG. 7. Mean deviation of the population vectors (PV values) from the
actual direction of movement. The deviations are shown for the three
different methods of PV values calculation: (i) Four different preferred
directions (black). (ii) The preferred direction of the contralateral movement
(grey). (iii) The best-®t PD (BFPD ± white). The error bars represent the
standard error of the mean. Note that the BFPD method gives much smaller
deviations in comparison to the method using the PDs from contralateral
movements.
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agreement with the notion that MI is active both during ipsilateral and

contralateral movements.

Here we examined the `natural' hypothesis that the two cerebral

hemispheres collaborate in encoding the direction of movement of the

two arms using two neuronal populations, each coding for one arm.

We divided the cells into two subpopulations either by hemisphere or

by their arm preference. This type of division `replaces' approxi-

mately a quarter of the cells in the contralateral hemisphere by cells

from the ipsilateral one, and yet, the PV values calculated in bimanual

movements from this division are not less accurate than PV values

calculated when dividing by hemisphere. This result further supports

the notion that both hemispheres are active and contribute to

execution of both unimanual and bimanual movements. The way the

two hemispheres interact and collaborate with each other, have been

further examined, and is the subject of a separate study (Cardoso de

Oliveira et al., 2001).

Conclusions

The results presented in this paper show that even though single cells

have very different activities in unimanual and bimanual arm

movements, they still maintain directional tuning. Thus, MI cells

can represent both the direction of movement and its context.

Reasonable population vectors are obtained under the assumption that

the PDs of neurons in MI are independent of the movement type. The

accuracies of PV values are equally good if populations are formed

FIG. 8. Representation of simultaneous movements of the two arms to 315° by pairs of PV values. (A) PV values constructed by dividing all cells into two
subpopulations according to the hemisphere in which they reside. (B) PV values constructed by dividing all cells into two subpopulations according to their
arm preference. The preferred direction used for PV calculation is the BFPD (but see text for description of the slightly different calculations in A and B).

TABLE 3. Ipsi- and contralateral preferences of right and left MIs

Side of hemisphere Number of cells

Left
Preferred arm (Right) 77
Preferred arm (Left) 24

Right
Preferred arm (Right) 36
Preferred arm (Left) 75

The table shows the size of subpopulations used to generate Fig. 8, according
to hemisphere and preferred arm. The preferred arm was determined according
to the amplitude of the cosine ®t to the data (see Methods). Note, that overall,
for 28% of the cells (24 cells from the left hemisphere and 36 cells from the
right hemisphere) the ipsilateral arm was the preferred arm.

Population vectors in bimanual movements. 1379
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by hemisphere or by response, indicating that the cortical networks

related to movements of both arms may be distributed over both

hemispheres.
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